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UVM CNHS Strategic Planning Retreat 

May 26, 2022, 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

 

TIME 

 

LENGTH 

  

TITLE 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

ADDITIONAL INFO 

May 26 - All college faculty + staff  

08:30 30m  Continental breakfast + 
Roles Training  

Jeff + Sarah will train for the three roles as a 
group. It will be helpful for volunteers to know all 3 
roles and support each other during the workshop. 

Sarah + Jeff  

09:00 15m  Vision + goal-framing What and why strategic planning? Expected 

outcomes of retreat 

Noma 

09:15 1h 00m  What are we doing to do 
today + beyond 

What and why Strategic Doing? What will occur 
during retreat and what will happen between May 
and December 2022?  

Sarah + Jeff 

10:15 5m  Closing remarks  Noma 

Strategic Doing workshop - up to 35 participants at 5 tables (5 to 7 per table)  

10:45 15m  Ice breaker - stick activity 
per group (5 groups) 

Each group participates in stick activity that 
demonstrates how good collaboration can work  

 

11:00 1h 30m  Strategic Doing through 
Link + Leverage (5 groups) 

Each of the 5 groups will have a different framing 
question and be led by Table Guide with Knowledge 
Keeper capturing conversation.  

Jeff + Sarah will walk around 
and assist as groups go 
through SD activities. 

12:30 45m  LUNCH    

13:15 1h 00m  Strategic Doing through 
Measurable Characteristics 
(5 groups) 

Each of the 5 groups will have a different framing 
question and be led by Table Guide with Knowledge 
Keeper capturing conversation.  

Jeff + Sarah will walk around 
and assist as groups go 
through SD activities. 

14:15 10m  BREAK   

14:25 1h 00m  Strategic Doing through 
30/30 (5 groups) 

Each of the 5 groups will have a different framing 
question and be led by Table Guide with Knowledge 
Keeper capturing conversation.  

Jeff + Sarah will walk around 
and assist as groups go 
through SD activities. 

15:25 25m  Report back  Each group shares outcomes of workshop  5 minutes per group 

15:50 10m  Closing Remarks + Next 
Steps 

 Noma, Jeff, + me  

16:00  

TOTAL LENGTH: 7h  


